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 Alert! 
 

Fraudulent Cashier's Check Scheme 

A fraud scheme involving the use of fraudulent cashier's checks has reemerged. Most often, the 
scheme begins when a party posing as a buyer sends an earnest money deposit in the form of a 
cashier's check to a title agent. A day or two later this "buyer" informs the title agent that the transaction 
has fallen through and requests a wire return of the earnest money.  The agent wires the funds as 
instructed without waiting for notification from its bank that the cashier's check has cleared the bank 
collection process. 
 
While there are many variants to the scheme, one or more of the following red flags are typically 
present: 
 
1.  No contact information for the seller is provided; 
2.  The buyer is out of the Country; 
3.  The cashier's check is received from another Country (the postmark and/or 
     return address is not within the United States); 
4.  The transaction is purportedly to be an all cash transaction; 
5.  The amount of the cashier's check is more than is supposedly needed and a 
     return of the "excess" is being requested; and, 
6.  The agent has no prior relationship with the buyer. 
 
To avoid being affected by this scheme, it is important that no earnest money or other funds are 
returned until such time as the original cashier's check has cleared or you have independently verified 
its validity with the issuing bank.  If you have any doubts or concerns regarding either the cashier's 
check or the return of the funds, please contact the Legal Department.     

Should you have questions or need additional information,  
contact the Legal Department by calling 505-994-6700. 
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http://cl.exct.net/?qs=ffd868b15438c679844256bbd49995c33702bccfd3e4949b13124109342cb023
http://cl.exct.net/?qs=ffd868b15438c67958d419a50bad02f77b5f97e8c94938f14b4d847d365f03a9
http://cl.exct.net/?qs=ffd868b15438c6799fcaca9baf138a2bf0f82550797072b15fa3f8ec6eda5883
http://cl.exct.net/?qs=ffd868b15438c6795ae205fefa3611f5a6c23644a9b44e9f7d785450863fb930
http://cl.exct.net/?qs=ffd868b15438c679bd1aaf778098e5890214bfe29c27f37cc8d68e2cf0d995b8
http://cl.exct.net/?qs=ffd868b15438c679027d8147f3eda313042054a67913fc6bbcd04e759432ec16
http://cl.exct.net/?qs=ffd868b15438c6795cba2a9a575ea9499377c38eae49e845cf103638140f70cb

